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Abstract 
Due to a high-power conversion efficiency (PCE), perovskite solar cells (PSCs) are the most developing area 
of research in the past decade. Although lead−based inorganic−organic PSCs has achieved the highest PCE 
of 25.2%, the toxic nature of lead and poor stability of organic components strongly limits its commercialization. 
This problem can be overcome by developing of inorganic perovskites with a high PCE. Barium titanate 
(BaTiO3, BT) belongs to the perovskite crystal structure materials with remarkable dielectric, ferroelectric and 
ferromagnetic properties. In this research, to enhance functional properties of BT we employed 
functionalization with MEMO silane followed by in-situ alloying with ZnO in different BT to ZnO wt.%. 
Synthesized ZnO@MEMO@BT composites were tested as photo- and photo-electro catalysts under simulated 
sunlight irradiation. An enhanced catalytic activity of ZnO@MEMO@BT composites, compared to pure BT is 
probably due to the modified binding energy and an optimized band structure. In order to investigate the origin 
of improved catalytic efficiency, pristine BT and composites were characterized using a variety of techniques, 
including X-ray powder diffraction (XRD), Raman and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), UV-Vis diffuse reflectance and photoluminescence 
spectroscopy. The enhanced photo(electro)catalytic activity of the composite materials can be attributed to the 
synergetic effect of the surface defects and the ZnO/BT heterojunction particles, which enabled charge 
separation, thereby hindering the recombination of photogenerated carriers. 
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